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ABSTRACT
We present a comprehensive analysis and experimental evaluation
of time-based validation techniques for Software Transactional Mem-
ory (STM). Time-based validation techniques emerge recently as
an effective way to reduce the validation overhead for STM sys-
tems. In a time-based strategy, information based on global time
enables the system to avoid a full validation pass in many cases
where it can quickly prove that no consistency violation is possible
given the time information for the current transaction and the ob-
ject it is attempting to open. We show that none of the current time-
based strategies offers the best performance across various applica-
tions and thread counts. We also show an adaptive technique which
has the potential to achieve an overall best performance based on
time information and show some preliminary results we have.

1. INTRODUCTION
The “gigahertz race” in microprocessor manufacturing is over due
to the heat dissipation problem [18]. Because of the limited in-
struction level parallelism, technologies that attempt to utilize it are
approaching the point of diminishing returns. In order to continue
the improvements in processor performance, and to effectively use
the on-chip transistors whose count is still increasing according to
Moore’s law [17], major processor vendors have resorted to imple-
menting multiple computing units, or “cores”, on a single processor
chip. The move from single core processors to multi-core proces-
sors on various computing platforms such as PC, PDA, cell phone,
etc. projects a future where parallelism prevails everywhere. Un-
fortunately, none of the mainstream programming languages, com-
pilers or programming practices is ready for this change yet.

Parallel programs are notoriously difficult to write and debug. De-
veloping an efficient and correct concurrent program requires well
trained programmers and large amounts of effort. Besides the com-
plexity inherent to parallel applications, difficulties also arise from
the programming model used for parallel programming. For shared
memory systems, lock-based synchronization is currently the most
popular synchronization mechanism. Unfortunately, locks have
some well known issues: deadlock, priority inversion and convoy-
ing [11], to name the few. To design lock-based parallel programs,
developers have to exercise extreme care in ensuring program cor-
rectness and a satisfactory level of performance. This process is
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error-prone; moreover, the concurrent programming bugs are noto-
riously difficult to find and remove.

The need is clear for a new programming model that fully utilizes
these parallel architectures but also allows easier programming,
maintenance and debugging. Transactional Memory (TM) [11] is
a promising technique for this problem because: a) it provides a
higher level synchronization abstraction than locks; b) the underly-
ing synchronization is managed by a runtime system transparent to
the programmer; and c) deadlocks, priority inversions and convoy-
ing cannot happen in a TM. Unfortunately, the performance of ex-
isting transactional memory systems is far from satisfactory. Com-
pared with lock based counterparts, software based on transactional
memory is commonly slower by an order of magnitude or more.
The factors causing the poor performance of transactional mem-
ory systems include bookkeeping and validation [26]. In order to
reduce the associated overhead, researchers have proposed differ-
ent strategies. Among them, strategies based on global time stamps
emerge recently as an effective way to reduce such overhead [19, 5,
26]. In this report we present a comprehensive analysis and evalua-
tion of the strengths and weaknesses of time-based software trans-
actional memory systems. We show that though time-based strate-
gies improve over the incremental strategy to some extent, none of
existing strategies is a clear winner across various benchmarks and
contention degrees. We also exhibit some ongoing research results
on improving these algorithms at Rice University .

The next section discusses related work that has been done in soft-
ware transactional memory and in validation techniques for it. Sec-
tion 3 describes the validation strategies and their design variations;
Section 4 presents throughput comparison of different implemen-
tation variations. Finally, we conclude the report and suggest some
directions for future research.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Transactional Memory
The lock-based programming model requires programmers not
only to identify the parallelism in an application, but also to provide
a complete lock/unlock solution for correctness and performance.
In contrast, transactional memory provides a straightforward syn-
chronization model. Instead of specifying explicitly where and how
to acquire and release locks, the programmer just needs to specify
which blocks of code are to be executed atomically. Synchroniza-
tion is handled automatically by the underlying transactional mem-
ory system.



This higher level of abstraction separates the concerns of function-
ality and correctness. It alleviates the responsibility of a program-
mer for concurrent program synchronization. It also allows for the
design of an intelligent transactional memory system that executes
transactions efficiently by utilizing and balancing a variety of run-
time information.

While transaction processing has been successfully used in the
database community for years, there are several distinct charac-
teristics which make memory transactions different from database
transactions. First, transactions in transactional memory systems
reside in a much faster storage media than database systems. Sec-
ond, transactions in transactional memory systems face a more
complex environment than transactions in database systems. Third,
transactions in transactional memory systems do not need to face
durability requirement which is critical to database systems.

Herlihy and Moss [11] proposed the first transactional memory im-
plementation, based on extending a hardware cache coherence pro-
tocol. Different flavors of transactional memory systems have been
implemented since it. They include hardware transactional mem-
ory, software transactional memory and hybrid transactional mem-
ory.

Hardware Transactional Memory.Hardware transactional
memory (HTM) [11, 27] is a hardware system supporting the se-
mantics of memory transactions. HTM introduces new hardware
features to achieve the best performance. HTM is usually faster
than software implementation, but the transaction size is limited by
the available hardware resources. Moreover it requires some hard-
ware features that do not exist in today’s off-the-shelf systems.

Software Transactional Memory.Software transactional
memory (STM) is implemented using atomicity primitives such as
compare-and-swap (CAS) or locks. STM has the advantages of not
requiring additional hardware support from existing hardware and
being able to support unbounded transaction size [24, 9, 12, 10, 8,
1, 7, 2, 6]. Shavit and Touitou [24] proposed the first implementa-
tion of software transactional memory. Herlihy, et al. [10] proposed
the first dynamic software transactional memory.

Software transactional memory systems can be categorized into
groups by several criteria. Based on the granularity of the data that
the transactions operate on they can be divided intoobject based
implementation such as RSTM [16],cache linebased implementa-
tion [21], andword basedimplementation [8]. Based on how the
ownership of an object is acquired:eager acquiretries to acquire
ownership of the needed object/memory location at the opening
phase [8], whilelazy acquiredelays the acquisition until the com-
mit phase [10]. Based on how read-only objects/words are treated:
visible readsexpose read-only accesses to other transactions while
invisible readskeep read-only accesses hidden from other compet-
ing transactions [16]. Finally, based on how shared data is updated,
STM systems can be divided intodirect updatesystems that make
changes to the shared memory directly and roll back to the origi-
nal state when the transaction is aborted, anddeferred updatesys-
tems that make changes in a cached copy first and then make the
changes visible to the outside world in one atomic operation. Di-
rect update leads to fast commits and slow aborts, while deferred
updates have slow commits and fast aborts. Therefore direct up-

date is more suitable for the situation where abort only happens
rarely compared with commit. Another distinction worth pointing
out is that in current STM implementations the semantics of direct
updates is different from the serializability semantics [14].

Hybrid Transactional Memory.Hybrid transactional mem-
ory combines hardware support and software implementation. It
combines the faster synchronization of hardware with the unlim-
ited transaction size of software systems [25, 4, 13].

2.2 Existing Validation Strategies
Validation is a technique to keep a transaction from observing an
inconsistent state in shared data and from performing some irre-
versible operation that results in corrupt program state. To avoid
entering an inconsistent state, a transaction needs to validate the
objects it has read (including the writes that are lazily acquired) at
appropriate times in program execution. When the inconsistency
does not lead to some harmful operation,toleration is another fea-
sible solution [14]; however, it is outside of the scope of this report.

Validation is closely related to conflict detection. If the sys-
tem is designed to detect all possible write/write, read/write, and
write/read conflicts, there is no need for validation, since every at-
tempt by a transaction to modify an object opened by another trans-
action will result in abortion of one or the other transaction. Un-
fortunately, such system would need to track all reads and writes,
using expensive atomic operation such as compare-and-swap. This
would incur performance penalties that completely eliminate the
benefit of early conflict detection, and potential reduced concur-
rency due to the inability to execute two transactions concurrently
beyond some conflicting point.

Different conflict detection strategies have been developed to re-
duce the bookkeeping overhead and to increase concurrency. For
instance,invisible readshide the read of an object from concurrent
transactions which are thereafter able to modify the object. This
makes write after read no longer a conflict.Lazy writeshide the
write from other transactions and allows modifications to them by
other transactions, making read after write and write after write no
longer a conflict. Scott [22] proposes a mixed invalidation strat-
egy. His observation is that two transactions having write/write
conflict have no chance to both commit, but two transactions with
read/write or write/read have the chance to both commit if the trans-
action with the read commits first.

Relaxed conflict detection reduces the work of bookkeeping and
increases potential concurrency, but it creates the possibility of ob-
serving an inconsistent state. This can be handled either by rolling
back partial updates or by inconsistency toleration.

Incremental validation[10] is a validation strategy used in some
software transactional memory systems. It validates all past reads
and lazy writes every time the transaction opens a new object.
When any change in the past is detected, the validation fails. This
strategy guarantees a consistent state but imposes a substantial
overhead, since it is essentially aO(n2) operation where n is the
number of objects opened in a transaction. In a sorted linked list
implementation for example, the overhead of incremental valida-
tion can occupy around 70% of the total execution time for a list
with 256 distinct elements.



Some research has been done to reduce the overhead of validation.
Lev and Moir [15] propose a global conflict counter combined with
per-object read counter to reduce the validation overhead. In their
method, readers increment the read counters at open and decrement
them when they commit. Writers increment the conflict counter
when they acquire an object whose read counter is nonzero. There-
fore a reader can skip incremental validation if the global conflict
counter has not been changed since it was last checked. Unfor-
tunately, this strategy forces every read to modify the shared data
(the per-object counters) and consequently exhibits generally weak
performance [26].

3. TIME-BASED STM
Two major issues in software transactional memory implementa-
tion are conflict detection and validation. Conflict detection dis-
covers the cases where two transactions perform two operations on
an object at the same time and at least one of the operations is a
write. Validation is a technique that detects harmful inconsisten-
cies in the global memory state.

Two transactions cannot execute in parallel if they have a conflict.
If there is a conflict, transactions must linearize one after the other.
If transactionA writes an objectO, and transactionB reads the
old value ofO, thenA andB can execute in parallel only ifB lin-
earizes beforeA [14]. This imposes a partial ordering on the trans-
actions executing in parallel. Concurrent execution cannot continue
if there is a cycle in this ordering; one transaction must be aborted
to break the cycle. One could imagine using cycle detection analy-
sis [23] to guarantee sequential consistency, but it is prohibitively
expensive.

Moreover, it is very difficult (and often impossible) to reason at
compile time about the precise dependencies and ordering of op-
erations for programs operating on the dynamic data structures for
which transactional memory is often used, so a lot of research is
focuses on runtime scheme that can efficiently order transactions
and reduce overhead.

3.1 Time-based Validation Strategies
Time-based validation strategies have at least two advantages com-
pared with previous validation strategies. First, they are able to use
a non-closed memory system. Memory used in transactions needs
to be recycled to be used outside of transactions. Usually this re-
sorts to either garbage collected languages like Java or specially
designed memory systems for languages like C/C++. Time-based
validation strategies reason about the consistency using time which
is not relevant to the memory system and is therefore not confined
to any specific memory systems.

Second, time-based algorithms can guarantee the consistency of the
past reads by simply checking whether the time stamp of the object
being opened is in the transaction’s validity range. This greatly
reduces the overhead introduced by incremental validation.

Spear, et al.’s [26]Global Commit Counterheuristic does not per-
form a validation if no writes were committed in the whole system
since the last object was opened. Since if the transaction knows
that nobody modified anything in the whole system there is no
need to check this fact for each individual object. This scheme can
avoid many unnecessary validations, leading to performance im-

provements for situations where only a few threads are competing
for a shared data structure and writes happen rarely. Unfortunately,
this is still very conservative since there are many cases where a
write hasappeared in the system, but that write does not affect the
consistency of the current transaction.

Riegel, et al.’s [19]Lazy SnapshotAlgorithm maintains different
versions for each shared object and uses the global time stamp in-
formation to guarantee the view observed by a transaction is consis-
tent. In their algorithm each shared object keeps multiple versions
that a transaction can choose from to satisfy consistency. In cases
necessary, the validity range can be extended through validating the
read object set.

Dice, et al.’s [5]transactional locking II(TL II) algorithm is an-
other time-based STM implementation. Their algorithm also uses
a global time stamp counter. TL II does not maintain multiple ver-
sions of an shared object. A transaction acquires the global time
stamp only once at the beginning of the transaction. One advantage
of this algorithm is that it can eliminate the bookkeeping overhead
of read only transactions since it never validates opened objects.
This makes their algorithm especially attractive to cases where con-
tention is low and most transactions commit successfully.

In order to compare these three algorithms fairly, we implemented
them based on the same STM. Our implementation associates a
timestampTS with each shared object. TS indicates the time when
the object is last modified. Closely related to timestamps arecan-
didate linearization points(CLP). CLP is the approximate upper
bound of the validity range in lazy snapshot algorithm. Each trans-
action keeps its own candidate linearization point,CLP , which
indicates the last time this transaction has observed a consistent
state. This data allows the transaction to explicitly know where a
potential linearization point lays relative to all the writes that have
happened in the system. Having this knowledge makes the trans-
action able to quickly decide to skip validation if it knows that the
object it is trying to open has not been modified since its current
CLP.

We will assume that there exists a global timestamp counterTSC
that reflects the current time relative to the start of the program and
that can be read concurrently by all the transactions in the system.
The implementation details of such a counter using hardware or
software techniques are discussed in Section 3.3.

When a transaction starts, its candidate linearization point (CLP )
is initialized to the beginning of the transaction. When opening
an object, the transaction compares itsCLP with the timestamp
of the object. If the object is older thanCLP , it is opened without
validation. If the object is younger thanCLP , validation is needed.

CLP is updated each time a transaction opens a younger object
and successfully validates past reads. In our implementation, the
candidate linearization point is updated conservatively to reflect the
time immediately before the validation.

Figure 1 and figure 2 illustrate respectively the major steps of the
validation strategy in lazy snapshot algorithm and transactional
locking II algorithm. In figure 1, if the transaction linearizes af-
ter the creation time of the object it is opening, there is no need for
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the current transaction candidate linearization point, then a full val-
idation is needed. If the validation fails, the transaction aborts. If
the validation succeeds, the transaction can continue. In figure 2,
whenever a transaction encounters an object newer than itself, the
transaction aborts.

We would like to point out a key observation here: a successful
validation means that the candidate linearization point of the trans-
action can be updated to the current time, since the validation con-
firms that the transaction has a consistent view of the world at that
point in time. This avoids additional unnecessary validations when
opening subsequent objects that have been modified after the pre-
vious candidate linearization point, but before the new one.

Figure 3 illustrates the necessary steps to commit. A full validation
is needed before the commit phase if the transaction is writing any
objects. This is to ensure that there is no objectO that was open
for read by the transaction (and whose value could potentially have
been used to compute the values of an objectW being written) that
has been modified and committed in the meantime by some other
transaction, creating an inconsistent state (W would be created us-
ing the old value ofO yet it would be recorded as being younger
than the new value ofO). Just before the actual commit (done
by using compare and swap to change the status of the transaction
from ACTIV E to COMMITED), the timestamps of all the ob-
jects the transaction is writing are updated to the current time.

3.2 Comparison
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In this section, we illustrate the cases where these algorithms dif-
ferentiate from each other.

In figure 4, there are three threadsT1, T2 andT3. Let’s assume
that T1, T2 andT3’s candidate linearization points have all been
updated to the point afterO1 throughO5’s latest modifications. For
lazy snapshot algorithm, whenT1 opensO1 in write mode andO2,
O3 in read mode, it does not need to validate any of the past reads
sinceO1, O2 andO3 are older thanT1’s candidate linearization
point. For threadT2, when it opensO2, O4 andO5, it does not
need to validate since none of their objects is younger thanT2’s
candidate linearization point. The validation due to the open ofO2

andO4 in write mode is postponed to just before the commit phase.
For threadT3, when it opensO2, it needs to validate becauseO2 is
updated inT2.

In global commit counter algorithm,T1 andT2 might need to val-
idate more times when there is any write commit happened in the
system, even if it was not updating any of the objectsO1 through
O5. While in transactional locking II,T1 andT2 can be aborted if
any ofO1 to O5 is modified.

Lazy snapshot algorithm eliminates a superset of full validations
compared to that of global commit counter and TL II. As dis-
cussed before, eliminating validation and permitting the transaction
to move forward closer to its commit point is not always beneficial:
it potentially increases the amount of wasted work being performed
by a transaction that is doomed to abort anyway. Detailed perfor-
mance evaluation will be shown in next section.

Each of these three algorithms has their shining points. Global
commit counter has the least memory overhead by just adding a
shared commit counter. TL II eliminates both validation and book-
keeping overhead. Lazy snapshot algorithm is the most aggressive
one among the three to move transactions closer to commit by ex-
tending validity ranges and choosing among multiple versions.

In spite of their difference, all of them can reason to some accuracy
about when the accessed shared object set is consistent by lever-
aging the time information. One point to notice is that all of these
three algorithms are still conservative at proving consistency. By

the range of cases that each algorithm can prove consistent, they
can be ordered as global commit counter< TL II < lazy snapshot.

Another aspect of the comparison if the space overhead. When
each shared object is large, the additional field increases the mem-
ory requirement by a small amount. In our implementation, for lazy
snapshot algorithm and TL II, the space overhead to the shared ob-
ject is 10%-33% in the worst case (invisible reads). The extra space
needed by the global commit counter algorithm is minimal. It only
needs to add a global commit counter to the whole system.

3.3 Implementation Details
We implemented TL II and Lazy Snapshot based on RSTM. We
add a timestamp field to each shared object. The timestamp is 32-
bit in our software counter implementation and 64-bit in our hard-
ware counter implementation. Global commit counter algorithm is
already included in RSTM Release 2.

In the software counter version, the global timestamp counter can
be a bottleneck because it serializes all updates to it. The good news
is that only transactions having at least one object to write need to
update the counter, and the common characteristic of transactions
is they are usually short and mostly reads [3].

Riegel, et al. [20] propose a scalable counter to solve the possible
bottleneck of the global time stamp counter. In a chip multiproces-
sor, it is possible to build a hardware clock counter register shared
among the cores on the chip (such counters exist on Intel’s Core
2 Duo and on AMD Athlon X2 multicore chips). This counter
gets updated by hardware on every cycle, so no external updates
by the STM system are needed. Unfortunately, the reads of this
shared register are expensive on current hardware (64 cycles on
Core 2 Duo), so its performance should be further evaluated on fu-
ture CMP processors. We believe that a more efficient hardware
implementation could be done in future multicore processors, and
that even with the current inefficient implementation this solution
will scale much better with the increase of the number of cores on
a chip.

Another issue is the overflow of the global counter. The counter
is implemented using compare-and-swap instruction. When only a
32-bit CAS is available, having a counter wider than 32 bits needs
to take care of the atomicity requirement. While a 32-bit timestamp
counter can still support up to 4G transactions with writes. The
number it can support in our implementation is somewhat less than
4G because we count the commit attempts instead of the successful
commits. The reason for counting the attempts is that the transac-
tion descriptor status field and the timestamp counter are two sep-
arate fields. Without an atomic support of MCAS, there is no effi-
cient way to update both atomically. Therefore we conservatively
count commit attempts instead of only the successful commits.

One solution to the overflow problem is to set up an interrupt that
halts the whole system, aborts all the current transactions and resets
the counter to 0 at certain intervals. The interval is related to the
maximum amount of transactions per second. In our current imple-
mentation this update would only need to be done approximately
every 30 minutes.

Hardware counters on today’s multicore chips are 64-bit, and with
a clock frequency of 2GHz, the counter will wrap around approx-
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imately every 293 years, so for all practical purposes the overflow
problem does not exist in this case.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We conducted the experiments based on Release 2 of the Rochester
Software Transactional Memory (RSTM) [16], which in general of-
fers significant performance gains relative to its predecessor [26].
We use the global commit counter algorithm implemented in
RSTM and implement lazy snapshot and TL II on RSTM. In or-
der to compare these three algorithms fairly, we changed the va-
lidity range extension algorithm by performing a full validation,
which is to verify if any of the object references has changed. The
experiments are executed on a SunFire 6800 cache coherent multi-
processor machine. The compiler we used is gcc 4.1.1.

RSTM is a fast, nonblocking C++ library built to support transac-
tional memory in C++. It accesses an object through its header.
The header has a clean bit to indicate whether the object is owned
by a transaction. The object header points directly to the current
version of the object. Each thread maintains a transaction descrip-
tor that indicates the status of the thread’s most recent transaction.
The transaction descriptor also maintains lists of objects opened for
read-only and read-write access.

RSTM supports both visible and invisible reads, and both eager
and lazy acquires, and uses deferred updates. We extend RSTM by
adding a time stamp field to the object header and adding a candi-
date linearization point field to the transaction descriptor. Figure 5
depicts our modifications to the RSTM metadata.

The hardware version of heuristic leverages a system counter reg-
ister for the global time stamp. The software version uses a shared
software counter for this purpose. The advantage of the software
version is that it requires no hardware support and can thus be de-
ployed onto any hardware platform that supports RSTM. However,
time stamp updates to a shared counter are serialized and may rep-
resent a performance bottleneck.

The hardware version eliminates the potential bottleneck from ac-
cessing the shared counter, but in exchange, it incurs the (hardware)
overhead of synchronizing a timestamp register across all proces-
sors and cores. Further, explicit hardware counter registers are not
supported on many platforms, and may be contended for by other
concurrently executing applications. Because of these limitations,
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Figure 6: 2 Threads

we restrict evaluation of our hardware heuristic to a Core 2 Duo-
based machine.

4.1 Benchmarks
We use six benchmarks in our experiments. They include a sorted
linked list (LinkedList), a sorted linked list with hand-coded early
release (LinkedListRelease), a red black tree (RBTree), a hash ta-
ble (HashTable), a web cache simulation using the least-frequently-
used page replacement policy (LFUCache), and an adjacency list-
based undirected graph (RandomGraph). All of these benchmarks
are taken from the RSTM Release 2 distribution.

For the LinkedList, LinkedListRelease, RBTree and HashTable
benchmarks, we evaluate the mix of operations which contains 80%
lookups and 10% inserts and removes. It should be noted that this
mix still represent fairly high contention scenarios: 20% of all op-
erations are updates. The operations are generated following the
uniform distribution.

HashTable has 256 buckets with overflow chains. The red black
tree contains values in the range of 0 - 255. The linked list bench-
marks contain values from 0 to 255. LinkedListRelease uses early
release to avoid false conflicts.

LFUCache tracks page access frequency in a simulated web cache
using an array-based index and a priority queue.

The RandomGraph benchmark has 50% insert and 50% remove
operations. The benchmark connects four randomly chosen neigh-
bors with the newly inserted node. When any node is inserted or
removed from the graph, the vertex set and the degree of every node
are updated accordingly. The graph is implemented using a sorted
list of nodes. Each node has its own sorted list of neighbors. Trans-
actions in RandomGraph exhibit a high probability of conflicting
with each other.

4.2 Test Methodology
We evaluated each benchmark on a SunFire 6800 with 16 Ultra-
SPARC III processors running at 1.2 GHz.

We ran each benchmark with a variety of threads, using the stan-
dard RSTM test driver. We report peak results from three five-
second runs.
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Figure 7: 4 Threads
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Figure 8: 6 Threads
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Figure 9: 8 Threads

The experiments using a software counter were conducted on the
SunFire 6800. Figure 6 to figure 11 show the transactions finished
per second of these algorithms. The results are normalized to trans-
actional locking II.

4.3 Discussion
Figure 6 to figure 11 we report in this section are the overall
throughput normalized to transactional locking II algorithm. The
performance improvements of all these three algorithms over the
näıve incremental validation approach are not shown in this report.
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Figure 10: 12 Threads
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Figure 11: 16 Threads

We observe some interesting results from these figures. First, there
does not exist a simple best algorithm among the three. For dif-
ferent thread number and different benchmarks, each of the three
algorithms scores at least one win.

Transactional Locking II shows its biggest win when thread number
is small. It seldom wins when thread number is large. We think this
is because transactional locking II lacks the flexibility of extending
the validity range like lazy snapshot algorithm. Without extending
the validity range, a transaction aborts whenever it encounters an
object having a newer timestamp. This makes it lose the possible
successful commit. But for cases where thread number is small or
contention is low, transactional locking II wins because the book-
keeping overhead it saves exceeds the possible gains by extending
validity ranges.

Lazy snapshot algorithm shows excellent performance in most of
the cases in our experiments. The ability to extend validity ranges
allows it to move closer to the possible commit than the other two
algorithms. Its disadvantage is the extra bookkeeping overhead re-
quired compared with transactional locking II.

From the perspective of throughput performance, global commit
counter wins the least cases in all three competitors. We think this
is because of its pessimistic nature about when a transaction has to
validate its past reads. This algorithm reports a lot more false pos-
itives than the other two, especially lazy snapshot algorithm. But



global commit counter requires the least extra memory which gives
it an edge when memory space is tight. Another thing to notice is
in the LFUCache benchmark, global commit counter achieves the
best throughput. We attributes this to the all writes and zipf distri-
bution of data access pattern of LFUCache.

LinkedList and LinkedListRelease exhibit the biggest performance
difference among the six benchmarks, because they have a large
read set to validate and their access pattern is comparatively simple.

RBTree’s data structure allows more potential parallelism than
LinkedList since tree traversals can be confined to different parts
of the tree. However, the rebalancing step after a tree update can
affect a large part of the tree, increasing the potential for conflict.
Moreover, the transactions in RBTree are very short since the tree
consists of only 256 elements, causing the small overhead a strat-
egy imposes to create a larger relative impact on performance.

For LFUCahce, the re-heapify step when swapping out an item
needs to move the object to its destination by swapping with all
other objects on the path, which are all open for write. This step
potentially conflicts with any other transactions using any object in
the heap, thus greatly reducing the overall parallelism. Different
validation techniques will have a relatively small overall impact.

One pattern we observe from the results is that the parallel scala-
bility of many benchmarks reaches saturation at around 10 threads;
performance drops after this point. We attribute this behavior to the
increased amount of wasted work in high contention cases and to
the concurrency capacity of data structures. Data structures such as
HashTable inherently support more parallelism than data structures
such as LinkedList. Therefore increasing the number of threads be-
yond the saturation of the available concurrency does not result in
better performance.

The lazy snapshot algorithm shows slight performance degradation
in a few high-contention, low-parallelism cases, when compared
to Spear et al’s algorithm, we note that these algorithms are fully
compatible with regular validation techniques. Hence, an intelli-
gent transactional memory runtime that adapts between strategies is
fully feasible and could eliminate the drawbacks of our approach.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a comprehensive analysis and comparison of
recently emerged time-based STM algorithms. By using the infor-
mation of global time, these algorithms are able to avoid aborting
transactions that have opened objects for read-only access in some
cases where that object is subsequently written to by a competing
transaction. In particular, if it can infer that every object accessed in
the transaction belongs to a consistent snapshot of the transactional
memory at a point in time prior to the competing write, validation
of earlier reads can be skipped.

We are designing an adaptive runtime strategy that will fine-tune
the validation approach depending on the amount of contention:
more pessimistic for high contention scenarios (earlier conflict de-
tection and earlier aborts), more optimistic for low contention (al-
low the transactions to continue even if they may fail to commit).
Figure 12 shows some preliminary result for 16 threads when us-
ing a short commit history to fine tune the size of objects the next
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Figure 12: Adaptive Strategy

transaction should bookkeep. From the result we have, the adaptive
strategy is promising.
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